further research in electronic form. The work continues to this days 1 . In this article, attention will be paid to the process of digitizing the resources of the Literary Institute and its effects. Digital versions of the original source texts may serve to further research on the heritage of J. Giedroyc. The indicated access also facilitates to further work. As an example illustrating this thesis, I will use the case of Jerzy Pomianowski, one of the translators and publicists of the Parisian "Kultura". I will show, how to conduct a preliminary source query, so important for the implementation of the topic.
The IL's archives contain mainly materials from 1945-2010 (in addition materials from the Second World War) with small gaps, including in the series of the Editorial Board 1946 Board -1953 . Most of these were manuscripts. Other frequently occurring forms are: machine copies, photocopies, computer's descriptions, printed e-mails, press clippings, leaflets, invitations, notices. The collection was complemented by photographs and few audio-visual and sound recordings 3 . Maria Wrede writes: "The size of the sources is 165 meters of paper documentation, 15 meters of non-recurrent documentation, total of 38,000 units, including 151,000 letters; in addition, almost 10,000 photographs and 1,200 units of non-formal documentation" 4 . After completing the inventory of IL's resources, another stage of work was undertaken -scanning and digital photography of manuscripts. The project "Digitization ... " led by Danuta Wójcik, and from mid-2017 Magdalena Rud, is currently being implemented by employees of the National Library
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. One of the effects of these works was a publication by Maria Wrede -Guide to the Archives of the Literary Institute Kultura. It is useful aid for researchers and all interested in such topic.
Thirteen archive series were distinguished for organizing resources: "Functioning", "Editorial Correspondence", "Editorial Folders", "Workshop Materials", "Personal Materials", "Unused Materials", "Distribution", "Help", "Finances", "Information about Activities", "Materials on Other Media and Non-Textual Papers", "Personal Papers of Home Residents", "Materials Entrusted". Their division and short characteristics were included in the publication indicated above. For an example, I will give a brief analysis of two series.
The third series entitled "Teki Edytorskie" ("Editorial Folders") contained five sub-series. The first of them was "03.01 Kultura -teka redakcyjna" ("03.01 Kultura -the editorial folder" -ILK TR K), containing the texts used to the next issue of the monthly journal. The second sub-series "03.02 Biblioteka Kultury -teka redakcyjna" ("03.02 Kultura Library -the editorial board" -ILK TR B K) were texts in the form of manuscripts or typescript of individual publications. We can distinguish here further sub-collections, corresponding to the publishing series of the "Kultura Library", ie. "03.02.01 Archiwum Rewolucji -teka redakcyjna" (03.02.01 Archive of the Revolution -editorial folder), "03.02.02 Bez Cenzury" ("03.02.02 Without Censorship -editorial folder"), "03.02.03 Dokumenty -teka redakcyjna" ("03.02.03 Documents -the editorial folder"). The third sub-collection was the portfolio of another magazine published by the Literary Institute -"03.03 Zeszyty Historyczne -teka redakcyjna" (03.03 Historical Notebooks -editorial folder" -ILK TR B K / ZH), containing sources and journalistic texts and other historical studies. The next sub-series were "03.04 Teki Redakcyjne ILK" ("ILK Editorial Folders" -ILK TR ILK), with materials not assigned to earlier ones, and published, for example, outside the series or outside of "Kultura". The last sub-series was "03. The aforementioned series are only a part of a huge archival resource, presenting a selected aspect of the Literary Institute and the activities of its associates, authors and friends. Particularly noteworthy are the materials entrusted, which constitute the legacy of, among others Juliusz Mieroszewski, Konstanty A. Jeleński, Kazimierz Studentowicz, Andrzej Bobkowski and others.
During the interview conducted in Maisons-Laffitte with Magdalena Rud, the project manager "Digitization ... ", the most important information about the practical aspect of this project was collected. The documents indicated above, ie. letters, clippings, notes, etc., are placed in the conservation file. Before performing the appropriate scans, it must be carefully prepared. Preparation rest on arranging documents chronologically and removing staples, paper clips and other additional elements. When the documents are prepared in this way, each object is numbered. This process is called foliation. Significantly, for example, in a letter consisting of 2-3 cards, each of them has its own separate, sequential number. In the file, there are notations regarding the number of cards, and more precisely: the number of letters and responses, any attachments, excerpts, photographs, etc. A file prepared in this way, also checked in terms of content and correctness in the electronic inventory, is sent for scanning. Persons carrying out digitization perform scans of both documents -recto verso. After the completion of this work, a set of digital data and a set of meta data are obtained, which after the merger are published in the repository.
Access to the collection in the form of a database is possible from September 1, 2016 from the website -www.kulturaparyska.com, from the server of the National Library in Warsaw -www.bn.org.pl and from the portal of the Supreme Directorate of State Archives -www.archiwa.gov.pl 8 . Particularly noteworthy is the first of the portals, devoted entirely to the Literary Institute in Paris.
In addition to the history of the establishment and operation of the Institute on the page indicated, the "Publications" tab contains chronologically ordered all magazine numbers: "Kultura" and "Zeszyty Historyczne". Access to original numbers and publications allows direct reading of historical sources. In addition, there are biographies of over 200 people gathered in the Parisian "Kultura" area on the website provided. Their distinct separation and internal division into parts devoted to details of life, creativity, preserved lists and documents, including audiovisual, favors conducting research and analysis. In addition, it should be clearly emphasized that a separate tab "Correspondence" has been created, with an alphabetical list of the correspondence recipients of Jerzy Giedroyc 9 . This website is therefore a rich source of information about the Literary Institute in Paris and an excellent database for further exploration and research.
For the purpose of an archival query, a good source to start the search is also Bibliography of content in six volumes, available online on the Institute's website 10 . It allows to read in detail the contents of publications published by the Institute: "Kultura", "Zeszyty Historyczne", books. As I mentioned above, for the purposes of this article, I will use a case study, presenting an archival query concerning about Jerzy Pomianowski -translator, journalist and editor of a Russian-language journal. In the "People" tab, his silhouette was placed. In the first installment, we learn the biography of J. Pomianowski -date of birth, date of death, pseudonyms, biographical topics. Below are included bibliographic records, presenting the most important articles by Pomianowski placed in "Kultura". In connection with the fact that he was a translator, we also find here information about his translations. The basic information contained herein allows us to show the direction of future research. They help to learn about the general background of events and specific themes.
In the section devoted to biography, therefore, we read about Pomianowski's activity already in the 1940s, before his emigrating to Italy. We find references to the later activity in the Parisian "Kultura" as a translator under the pseudonym Michał Kaniowski. He translated, among others Gulag Archipelago and Alexander Solzhenitsyn's The First Circle. We read about his book entitled Russian month with a hook, treating about Polish-Russian relations. The introduction of this book was written by the Editor, Jerzy Giedroyc, which seems to be a proof of his recognition. Below is a bibliography showing several selected articles of Pomianowski published in "Kultura"
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. All indicated articles are available online on the website. Texts found in a specific, indicated issue of the monthly, allow to get acquainted with the works of Pomianowski. In the further part of the biography, the titles of selected books of Russian authors were presented, which he translated under a pseudonym in the 1970s and which were published by the Literary Institute in the series "Biblioteka Kultury" ("Kultura Library"). The site thus included: The First Circle (Paris 1970 ), Gulag Archipelago 1918 -1956 , which is entirely available to readers on the website. The fact of publishing this online publication confirms only the mission which guided the Institute's functioning 13 . In the next section -"Correspondence", letters were placed between Jerzy Pomianowski and Jerzy Giedroyc (11 letters from 1968-1999). The first letter was dated on October 3, 1968, and referred to the main occupation of Pomianowski from that period, i.e. translations; literary themes also appeared in it. Other letters referred to: translation of works and Solzhenitsyn (letter of July 26, 1968), death of Witold Gombrowicz (letter of July 30, 1968), the situation in Poland (letter from November 14, 1969) and Russia (letter from July 30, 1998), the style of writing by M. Heller, in connection with the translation of his book (letter from February 4, 1974), pseudonym M. Kaniowski, which he used and the writer's fears before his disclosure (letters from December 23, 1974 and July 5, 1976) . Other letters were connected with the initiative of establishing a Russian-language journal "Nowaja Polsza" and the first period of its functioning. It was written about his title (letter of February 5, 1999) and support granted (letter of February 11, 1999) . This is of course a small fragment of correspondence; the whole of the preserved collection has 560 letters. The following excerpt allows you to read the opinions expressed, the topics covered in the letters, numerous requests, the translation process and personal threads. Shared lists also draw attention to the relationship between the Editor and his author.
The next tab -"Multimedia", contains audiovisual material. A nearly three-minute recording from 2006 was released, which is material for the film "The Prince's
